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Designed by Nuvolari & Lenard, the 72m CRN yacht ARBEMA 

is offered for charter in excellent condition with some very 

appealing features.

 

Built with entertaining in mind, her grand main salon is a huge 

area that sets the scene for this elegant and opulent yacht. 

And, with a piano and a generous lounge area, it is perfect for 

hosting welcome drinks on board.







ARBEMA can accommodate 12 guests 

and four supernumeraries across eight 

cabins. On the main deck lies a full-beam 

master cabin with fold-down balcony, 

private TV room and massage room.

 

There is also a VIP cabin on the upper 

deck and two double cabins on the 

main deck. The rest of the guest 

accommodation is situated on the lower 

deck and comprises two double cabins 

and two twin cabins.

















ARBEMA boasts the largest sun deck of 

any yacht in her class, with space for both a 

pool and Jacuzzi, a laid-back lounge aft and 

covered dining midships.

 

Another versatile space comes in the 100 

square metre beach club, which includes 

a gym and bar, and plenty of room for sun 

loungers on the large swim platform. This 

area also provides easy access to some of 

the many water toys.

















SPECIFICATIONS

Advertising of the above vessel in either printed publications on the internet or in any other medium 
is not permitted without prior permission from the Owner via the Central Agent.

All particulars are given in good faith and are believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Builder: CRN Ancona

LOA: 72.00m (236’ 3”)

Crew: 24

Built: 2010

Accommodation: 12 guests

Cabin configuration: 6 Double, 2 Twin 

Cruising speed: 15 knots

 

TENDERS

1 x 8.6m OTB Ribeye Tender 300Hp (2021)

1 x 4.50m Zodiac rescue tender with 25Hp outboard

1 x ANVERA 48’ Chase boat (available for Summer 2022 

in the Mediterranean)

 
WATERSPORTS

2 x SeaDoos RXT-300 S

2 x Kawasaki Jetskis

2 x Adult water ski sets

2 x Youth water ski sets

1 x Adult slalom skis

1 x Funair inflatable slide (sundeck)

1 x Funair inflatable climbing wall (bridge deck)

2 x Segway X2 Offroad

Various sets of fins, masks and snorkels

RDV Diving

 

KEY FEATURES

Nuvolari & Lenard design

Excellent interior and exterior decks for entertaining

Largest sundeck in class with pool and Jacuzzi

Full beam master cabin with fold down balcony, private TV 

room and massage room

VIP Cabin on the upper deck

Two double cabins on the main deck

Huge beach club with gym area

Spacious guest elevator connecting main deck to 

sundeck

Extensive list of toys including a slide

Proactive, fun, 5 Star crew with stellar references

 


